such a relationship in water pollution control context). In several important respects, the subject of this Essay differs from the usual continuing relations model. First, continuing relationships usually are viewed as systems of private ordering that exist apart from formal law, but in the special education context it was law itself-the EHA-that created the continuing relationship. Second, the continuing relationship between parents and school district personnel is unique because it involves a governmental agency and its clients rather than two private parties linked by affective ties, kinship, or ongoing reciprocal exchanges. Third, the frequency and nature of the interactions within this continuing relationship are founded not on customary practice or mutual agreement but rather on the procedural requirements of the statute. Vol. 1991:166] 
I. INTRODUCTION
The cultural context of law both promotes and subverts efforts at legal change. Profound social and cultural transformations often lead to the creation of new law by legislator or judge. The passage of the Education for All Handicapped Children Act (EHA)l in 1975, for example, resulted from changes in popular conceptions of "handicaps," political activism by and on behalf of persons with disabilities, recognition of the importance of public education to integrate disempowered groups into society, and an increased willingness to perceive persons with disabilities as a minority group to whom the civil rights paradigm should be applied. In this sense, the EHA was a watershed event in a broader process of social and cultural change.
Yet, law can also be altered or even subverted by the social and cultural environment that fostered it. In the case of the EHA, the extraordinary nullifying effect of culture arose not merely from the persistence of stigma, stereotype, and discrimination in the society as a whole, but also from distinctive features of the statute itself. The EHA's ap-proach to the protection of the rights of children with "handicapping conditions" made the law's implementation unusually sensitive to local values, perceptions, and practices. Rather than detailing the substantive rights of children with disabilities, the EHA created a novel relationship between their parents and school district personnel and developed a set of procedures to regulate that relationship. Thus, in school districts across the United States, the fate of millions of children with disabilities came to depend upon the peculiar dynamics of interaction between parents and local educators.
The EHA created a "continuing relationship" between parents and educators rather than a particularized set of substantive educational rights. 2 Continuing relationships have long interested those who study law in its social context. 3 Generally, researchers have assumed that such relationships are guided by informal norms and are resistant to the influence of formal law. Participants are thought to draw upon communitybased understandings and perspectives to guide their behavior in ways that may defy or simply ignore the mandates of official law. 4 Analysis of the continuing interactions between parents and educators provides an explanation for why the actual consequences of the EHA diverge so markedly from its stated goals. Within their social and cultural contexts-drawing on available categories, ideas, and valuesparents and educators construct a place for children with disabilities in American society. Cultural conceptions of "handicap," of public education, of professionalism, and of power and authority all shape the thoughts and behavior of the central actors within their community settings. "Culture," writes Clifford Geertz, "is not a power, something to social setting and show how law and culture sometimes have combined in unexpected ways. Part II describes the origin and structure of the EHA and the procedural approach by which it attempts to guarantee an "appropriate" public education in the least restrictive environment for children with disabilities. Part III argues that different cultural meanings of "handicap" have shaped both societal perceptions of the children the Act was designed to benefit and of the educational and social potential these children are thought to possess. Part IV examines the struggle to define roles for both professionals and parents in the education of children with disabilities and concludes that the EHA's goal of creating a partnership has clashed repeatedly with community-level norms and expectations.
Part V shows how the concept of "rights" itself has been problematic, particularly when asserted by parents against educators on behalf of children with disabilities. The goals of the EHA may have been thwarted, at least in part, because parents are unwilling to jeopardize relationships by asserting their children's rights. To the extent that continuing relationships-with school district officials or with others in the communitybecome desired ends in themselves, the rights and safeguards provided by the EHA may prove meaningless.
II. THE EDUCATION FOR ALL HANDICAPPED CHILDREN ACT
At least once each year, school district officials throughout the United States invite the parents or guardians of children with disabilities to participate in a process of educational planning with the district's mul-Yngvesson, Making Law at the Doorway: The Clerk the Court, and the Construction of Community in a New England Town, 22 LAW & Soc'Y REV. 410 (1988) (study of conflict and conceptions of law and community in a New England town, based on observations of hearings in the court clerk's office and on interviews with the clerk and the disputants); S. MERRY, GETTING JUSTICE AND GETTING EVEN: LEGAL CONSCIOUSNESS AMONG WORKING-CLASS AMERICANS (1990) (study of conflict, legal consciousness, and mediation in Salem and Cambridge, Massachusetts, based on observations and in-depth interviews with community residents).
Interviewees in this study represent a broad range of viewpoints and experiences. All were encouraged to talk at length about their feelings and perceptions, using their own words and categories rather than those of a standardized survey instrument. Because they were interviewed over an extended period of time, most of the parents had the opportunity to describe in great depth their ongoing experiences and consequent changes in their perspectives on issues of disability and education. With time, many parents became familiar with the study and the researcher and were increasingly willing to share their views about issues important to them and their children.
The purpose of this type of research is to use such "texts'-generated by close contact and sustained communication-to interpret the framework of meanings that constitute a "culture" and to discover how meanings are related to human behavior and experience. Interpretive methods based on ethnographic interviews are to be distinguished from survey techniques in which interviewees belong to a probability "sample" that is statistically representative of a larger population about which the researcher attempts to generalize in quantitative terms. Interpretive ethnographies typically do not attempt to predict frequencies in a larger population, although in some instances they have been coupled with research techniques using quantitative data. Vol. 1991:166] tidisciplinary special education team. 7 This cooperative decisionmaking between local officials and the recipients of governmental services departs radically from the more familiar unilateral administrative models commonly found in the modem welfare state. 8 The cooperative procedure did not grow out of local traditions or customs. Indeed, it places both parents and educators in highly unfamiliar-and often uncomfortableroles. The choice to involve parents in the decisionmaking process reflects the drafters' belief that the educational opportunities and rights of children with disabilities could best be protected by creating a new arena for controlled interaction between parents and educators. 9 Within this arena, new rules and guidelines were specified, and procedures for review and appeal were provided. Congress considered this multidisciplinary joint planning conference a key to achieving educational opportunity for children with disabilities. 10
A. Evolution of Educational Rights for Children with Disabilities: Background of the EHA
When President Ford signed the EHA 1 ' on November 29, 1975, it signalled the culmination of a long struggle for greater educational opportunity and the beginning of a new era for children with disabilities and their parents. In Brown v. Board of Education, 12 the United States Supreme Court had defined the opportunity for education as a "right which must be made available to all on equal terms."' 3 Yet, by the mid-1970s this right was denied to millions of children with disabilities who either were receiving inadequate and inappropriate public educations or were excluded entirely from the public school systems.14 Public awareness of the plight of children with disabilities increased in part because of advocacy groups such as the National Association for Retarded Citizens (NARC) and the Council for Exceptional Children (CEC). Their lobbying efforts contributed to the creation of a Bureau of Education for the Handicapped within the Office of Education in 196615 and led to a series of federal enactments during the late 1960s and early 1970s that both encouraged new state programs and services for children with disabilities and made federal funds available to assist the states in those efforts. 16 Among the new legislation was Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973,17 which provided in general terms that
No otherwise qualified handicapped individual in the United States... shall, solely by reason of his handicap, be excluded from the participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance. 1 8 The regulations later promulgated by the Office for Civil Rights of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare under Section 50419 applied the general requirement of nondiscrimination in very particular terms to require free and appropriate public education for children with disabilities. 20 In addition, two federal court decisions effectively established and defined a constitutional right to public education for children with disa-SCHOOL (1974)). Some were excluded by state laws and others were precluded from receiving educational services while confined in custodial institutions. The EHA itself states that more than half of the eight million "handicapped" children in the United States do not receive "appropriate educational services," and that one million are "excluded entirely from the public school system." 20 U.S.C.A. § 1400(b)(1), (3)-(4) (1990 bilities: Pennsylvania Association for Retarded Children (PARC) v. Pennsylvania 2 1 and Mills v. Board of Education.22 PARC involved a class action suit to prevent the state of Pennsylvania from applying statutes that precluded "mentally retarded" children from receiving public education. 2 3 The litigation concluded with a consent decree that enjoined the defendants from applying the statutes and required them to provide, as soon as possible but in no event later than September 1, 1972, to every retarded person between the ages of six and twenty-one years as of the date of this Order and thereafter, access to a free public program of education and training appropriate to his learning capacities .... 24 The court held that the plaintiffs had "established a colorable constitutional claim," ' 25 and that the state had violated plaintiffs' fourteenth amendment equal protection rights by providing public education to other children while denying "mentally retarded" children a similar opportunity. 26 The PARC decision also contained an "Amended Stipulation," which detailed the due process protections guaranteed to "mentally retarded" children and their parents during the processes of educational classification, programming, and placement. 27 As in the approach later adopted by the drafters of the EHA, the court linked the constitutional right (equal educational opportunity) to elaborate guarantees of notice, due process hearings, and legal representation.
Mills, also decided in 1972, involved a broader range of disabilities than did PARC. The Mills plaintiffs included persons labeled "mentally retarded" (as in PARC), as well as individuals who were said to have behavioral, emotional, or hyperactivity disorders. 28 All had been excluded from public schools because of their disabilities, and none had been provided with alternative public educations. The Mills court, like the PARC court, found that the exclusion violated the plaintiffs' constitutional rights. 29 The court granted a motion for summary judgment and required the District of Columbia to provide a "free and suitable" public education for each school age child "regardless of the degree of the child's mental, physical or emotional disability or impairment. PARC and Mills became potent symbols of the constitutional claims of children with disabilities to a public education. The Senate Report of the EHA asserted, perhaps with some exaggeration, that PARC and Mills "guarantee the right to free publicly-supported education for handicapped children and have resulted in similar court actions in the State and Federal courts throughout our nation. ' 31 Of equal importance was the linkage that these two cases established between the goal of equality of educational opportunity and the assumption that procedural safeguards provide the best means of translating the legal rights of children into meaningful educational placements and programs.
B. Educational Rights Under the EHA
The EHA adopted a similar procedural approach three years later. In broad terms, Congress designed the Act to assure that:
all handicapped children 32 have available to them... a free appropriate public education which emphasizes special education and related services designed to meet their unique needs, to assure that the rights of handicapped children and their parents or guardians are protected, to assist States and localities to provide for the education of all handicapped children, and to assess and assure the effectiveness of efforts to educate handicapped children. 33 The significant substantive rights guaranteed by the EHA were, however, delineated far less carefully than the procedural steps by which they were to be protected. Central to the EHA was the requirement that all "handcient, then the burden should not fall disproportionately on those who are considered "handicapped":
If sufficient funds are not available to finance all of the services and programs that are needed and desirable in the system then the available funds must be expended equitably in such a manner that no child is entirely excluded from a publicly supported education consistent with his needs and ability to benefit therefrom. The inadequacies of the District of Columbia Public School System whether occasioned by insufficient funding or administrative inefficiency, certainly cannot be permitted to bear more heavily on the "exceptional" or handicapped child than on the normal child. 32. The term "children with disabilities" replaced the term "handicapped children" in this section and throughout the statute under the 1990 amendments. See supra note 1.
33. 20 U.S.C. § 1400(c) (1988). The EHA was a spending bill, and states seeking to obtain EHA funds had to comply with its provisions concerning the administration of special education in each locality. In theory, a state could decide to evade the requirements of the EHA by declining the federal funds it provides. After all, the federal monies constitute only a small portion of the funding for public education in each school district. However, every state has now agreed to participate in the EHA system. It appears that many of the EHA requirements are regarded by state officials as rights that could be asserted as constitutional claims or claims under Section 504 even in the absence of the EHA. See W. Newhouse, supra note 16, at 11-79 and L. ROTHSTEIN, supra note 18, at 12.
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icapped children" 34 receive a "free appropriate public education" 35 in the least restrictive environment for each child. 36 Both concepts-"free and appropriate" and "least restrictive environment"-remained ill-defined and problematic.
A "free and appropriate education" was defined as one that involved special education programming with support from related services, in conformity with an individualized program tailored specifically for the needs of each child. 37 Some observers interpreted the "appropriate" requirement to mean that each "handicapped" child must receive an education designed to maximize his or her potential 38 or to provide an opportunity to achieve full potential commensurate to the opportunity provided "non-handicapped" children. 39 The United States Supreme Court rejected these interpretations of the EHA's "appropriate" requirement in Board of Education v. Rowley. 4° The majority opinion of then-Justice Rehnquist held that "free appropriate public education" required only that a school district provide "access to specialized instruction and related services which are individually designed to provide educational benefit to the handicapped child."' 'a Thus, even if the benefit is less than that received by non-"handicapped" children or could be enhanced or even maximized by additional support, some benefit nonetheless satisfies the requirement. Significantly, the Rowley Court suggested that the true import of the EHA lay more in its procedural protections than in an articulation of some elusive substantive standard of educational quality. 42 Interpretation of the term "appropriate education" was not the only source of debate. Similar uncertainty arose concerning the requirement that the education of "handicapped" children be provided in the "least 34. The term "handicapped children" was defined broadly to include those who were "mentally retarded, hard of hearing, deaf, speech or language impaired, visually handicapped, seriously emotionally disturbed, orthopedically impaired, or other health impaired children, or children with specific learning disabilities, who by reason thereof require special education and related services." 20 U.S.C. § 1401(a)(1) (1988). The 1990 amendments of the EHA changed the terminology of this section and expanded it to include children with autism and traumatic brain injuries. 20 U.S.C.A. § 1401(a)(1)(A) (1990). For a discussion of "special education" and "related services," see infra text accompanying notes 45-46. restrictive environment" appropriate for each child. 43 The statutory goal was to prevent systematic exclusion of children with disabilities from mainstream schools and classrooms and to integrate these children with nondisabled children "to the maximum extent appropriate." 44 The goal of integration was to be facilitated by providing "handicapped" students with "special education" programming and with "related services." The statute defined "special education" as specially designed instruction, at no cost to parents or guardians, to meet the unique needs of a handicapped child, including classroom instruction, instruction in physical education, home instruction, and instruction in hospitals and institutions. 45 "Special education" thus entailed individualized programming of instruction for children with disabilities, but such programming alone did not guarantee the integration of "handicapped" children "to the maximum extent appropriate." Legislators recognized that academic progress for children with special needs was unlikely unless the schools also provided educational support in the form of "related services," such as speech therapy, physical and occupational therapy, and psychological counseling. 46 43. See 20 U.S.C.A. § 1412 (1990) (substituting the term "children with disabilities" for "handicapped children"). According to section 1412, In order to qualify for assistance under this subchapter in any fiscal year, a State shall demonstrate to the Secretary that the following conditions are met:
(5) The State has established... (B) procedures to assure that, to the maximum extent appropriate, children with disabilities, including children in public or private institutions or other care facilities, are educated with children who are not disabled, and that special classes, separate schooling, or other removal of children with disabilities from the regular educational environment occurs only when the nature or severity of the disability is such that education in regular classes with the use of supplementary aids and services cannot be achieved satisfactorily.
Id. § 1412(5)(B). See also id § 1414(a)(1)(C)(iv); 34 C.F.R. § 300.550(b)(1) (1990). 44. 20 U.S.C.A. § 1412(5)(B) (1990); see also 34 C.F.R. § 300.550(b) (1990) ("Each public agency shall insure: (1) That to the maximum extent appropriate, handicapped children, including children in public or private institutions or other care facilities, are educated with children who are not handicapped.").
45. 20 U.S.C. § 1401(a)(16) (1988). The definition of "special education" in the 1990 amendments is similar:
The term "special education" means specially designed instruction, at no cost to parents or guardians, to meet the unique needs of a child with a disability, including (A) instruction conducted in the classroom, in the home, in hospitals and institutions, and in other settings; and (B) instruction in physical education. Id. 46 . See 20 U.S.C.A. § 1401(a)(17) (1990). "Related Services" are defined as transportation, and such developmental, corrective, and other supportive services (including speech pathology and audiology, psychological services, physical and occupational therapy, recreation, including therapeutic recreation and social work services, and medical and counseling services, including rehabilitation counseling, except that such medical services shall be for diagnostic and evaluation purposes only) as may be required to assist a child with a disability to benefit from special education, and includes the early identification and assessment of disabling conditions in children.
Critics maintain that, despite the rather general mandate of education in the "least restrictive environment," the passage of the EHA has not led to greater integration of children with disabilities: "[T]he extent of mainstreaming still is heavily dependent on attitudes of the staff and administrators. Indeed, available data and qualitative judgments indicate little overall impact on the extent to which handicapped children are mainstreamed. 47 Although far more children receive services now than before the passage of the EHA, 4 8 professional practices and incentives tend to emphasize pull-outs, self-contained classes, or completely segregated institutional settings rather than the delivery of programs and services to children placed in integrated classrooms. 49 The emphasis on segregated programming particularly troubles critics who contend that this "special" approach is actually less beneficial to students with disabilities than regular classroom placements. 50 Furthermore, social attitudes towards children with disabilities are unlikely to change so long as these children have little or no contact with their non-disabled classmates.
In short, although the general purpose of the EHA was to provide children with disabilities an "appropriate" education in the "least restrictive environment," both these goals remain vague in theory as well as in practice, with few guidelines to shape the substantive content of these newly articulated rights. There are several reasons why the congressional approach was short on substance and long on procedures. First, states and localities were concerned that the federal government might attempt to usurp control over educational standards by formulating specific substantive rights for children with disabilities. 5 ' A statutory approach that emphasized process would leave substantive standards in their traditional domain-the states and the individual school districts. Second, the variety of disabilities and needs made it difficult to formulate universally applicable substantive standards: A deaf child has special needs quite unlike those of a mentally retarded child. Even the single label "mentally retarded" encompasses a broad spectrum of widely divergent needs. A system of regulations that prescribed a specific program for each type of handicap would inevitably ignore important differences among individuals. 52 Finally, the drafters believed that detailed procedural-rather than substantive-standards would provide better protection for parents and children who might seek to challenge local school officials under the new law. One congressional staff member said "[y]ou have to go for procedural safeguards rather than substantive things; they're too hard to deal with in litigation. The judges can deal with procedures. '53 Thus, the EHA drafters chose to rely on procedural safeguards or rights as a means to achieve the broader substantive goal that "handicapped" children would receive an "appropriate" education in integrated settings. This choice affects the operation of the EHA within each school district and shapes the interactions between parents and educators. Before discussing these interactions, it is therefore necessary to examine the procedural requirements of the EHA.
C. EHA Procedures and Parental Participation
The EHA envisions that individually tailored programs for students with disabilities will emerge not from the application of predetermined standards or criteria, but from the give-and-take of a multidisciplinary committee in each school district. The statute requires that these meetings include a specialist in special education, the child's teacher, the child's parents or guardian, and the child "whenever appropriate. '5 4 In New York State, the primary research site for this study, the multidisciplinary committees are called Committees on Special Education (CSE). Committee members are appointed by the board of education or trustees in each school district, and New York law additionally requires that each CSE include "a school psychologist, a teacher or administrator of special education, a school physician, [and] a parent of a handicapped child residing in the school district .... ,,55 52. Note, supra note 51, at 1108. The CSE must develop an IEP (individualized educational program) for each classified student and must meet at least once a year to review and, if necessary, revise it. 56 According to the terms of the EHA, the IEP must include:
(A) a statement of the present levels of educational performance of such child, (B) a statement of annual goals, including short-term instructional objectives, (C) a statement of the specific educational services to be provided to such child, and the extent to which such child will be able to participate in regular educational programs, ... (E) the projected date for initiation and anticipated duration of such services, and (F) appropriate objective criteria and evaluation procedures and schedules for determining, on at least an annual basis, whether instructional objectives are being achieved. 5 7
The IEP is the child's ticket to an "appropriate" education. It requires that the school district assess the child's individual needs and determine how those needs can be met in every phase of his or her education, including transportation, academic instruction, physical education, and extracurricular activities. The IEP serves several purposes.
In the words of one policymaker: "We intended to strengthen the hands of parents .... It was a way of individualizing and contractualizing the relationships and involving parents in the process .... It's a way of enforcing what should be delivered to kids. While it's said not to be a contract, it is a contract for service." '5 8 For each child classified under the EHA, the IEP provides a substantive definition of an "appropriate education" with a specificity that the EHA lacks. In the formulation of the IEP, moveover, the parents have numerous procedural safeguards to ensure their satisfaction with its contents. The EHA grants parents a right to attend the IEP conference, 5 9 and the regulations require notice and mutual agreement as to the time and place of the conference. 6 0 The parents are permitted to invite anyone-including an advocate--to accompany them to the conference. 6 1 In addition, they have the right to examine their child's records, 62 to request an independent evaluation in cases in which they question the school district's evaluation, 63 to change their child's classification or program, 64 and to grant or withhold consent to preplacement evaluations and initial placements. 65 Of special significance is the parents' right to initiate an impartial due process hearing when they disagree with the school district's decision as to "the identification, evaluation, or educational placement of the child or to the provision of a free appropriate public education to the child." '66 Parents in New York are accorded a two-tier impartial hearing process; they can appeal the ruling of a district-level hearing to the State Commissioner of Education. 67 In all states, an aggrieved party dissatisfied with a final decision in the appeal process can initiate a civil action in a state or federal district court. 68 In addition, parents may bring a federal civil rights action under other statutes, such as Section 504 of Title V of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973,69 if the parents believe that the school district has violated these more generalized antidiscrimination standards. 70 The highly specific and detailed procedural provisions of federal and state statutes and regulations contrast dramatically with the more generalized, even ambiguous, substantive provisions. In effect, this is what parents are told by federal and state authorities, "We cannot say exactly what sort of education your child is entitled to, but we can ensure your right to have a say and to challenge important decisions of the CSE through an elaborate review process."
This approach places great emphasis on the IEP conference and on the parents' ability to understand and participate effectively in the workings of the CSE. In Rowley v. Board of Education, Justice Rehnquist stated with confidence that "parents and guardians will not lack ardor in seeking to ensure that handicapped children receive all of the benefits to which they are entitled by the Act.1 7 1 Effective parental participation in the IEP conference, however, proved to be the exception rather than the rule for families in this study. Furthermore, since they usually did not know the extent of their children's substantive educational rights-and we have seen that the EHA provides little guidance in this respect-they rarely lodged formal appeals alleging a rights violation. 72 In the following Parts of this Essay, I examine the interactions between parents and Committees on Special Education, with a particular focus on the perceptions and behavior of the parents. I ask how the parents interact with the CSE to flesh out the substantive definition of an "appropriate" education, which the federal and state statutes left vague.
Because very few parents appeal local decisions or engage in litigation with their school districts, the substantive outcomes of the IEP conferences essentially constitute the "law of special education" in each district. Through their interactions, guided as much by culture as by law, parents and educators in each district create a "living law" 73 that has a powerful and direct impact on local understandings of the status of persons with disabilities in American society.
III. THE CULTURAL MEANINGS OF "HANDICAP"
The EHA was founded upon the concept of "handicap," and the rights, opportunities, and protections of the Act were made available only to children who came within the definition of this term. Yet the concept of "handicap," even as it appeared in the EHA, 74 is embedded in layers of meaning and symbols through which our culture has responded to the problem of difference or "otherness." Cultural values and perceptions concerning "handicaps" affect all participants in the CSE process by defining their expectations about the child and their assumptions about the role each should play in the decisionmaking process. In this Part, I discuss how the meanings of this concept to parents and school officials influence the implementation of the EHA.
A. "Handicap" as a Cultural Construct
In a particularly moving passage in his book, The Man Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat, 75 Oliver Sacks, a neurologist and specialist in brain 72. None of the 38 families selected from the list of UCPA pre-school graduates had ever participated in an impartial hearing. The extreme infrequency of rights invocation in this group of interviewees made it necessary to seek an additional set of interviews with the atypical lawyer-users who had availed themselves of the services of the Education Law Clinic. See description of interviews, supra note 6. 486-506 (1936) . 74. 20 U.S.C. § 1401(a)(1) (1988). The term "handicap" has now been replaced by "disability" in the statute. See supra note 32. I include the concept of "handicap" in this discussion of disability and difference, however, because it is still used in everyday speech, because it remained central to the EHA until October 1990, and because it was a key factor in the interactions between the parents and educators that I studied in 1987-88. [Vol. 1991:166 dysfunction, recounts his fortuitous glimpse of a patient named Rebecca following an initial examination in the hospital. During the examination, he perceived her "as a casualty, a broken creature, whose neurological impairments I could pick out and dissect with precision." ' 76 But in the hospital garden, he observed a very different person, a composed, integrated, and responsive human being who reacted naturally and poetically to the beauty around her:
E. EHRLICH, FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF THE SOCIOLOGY OF LAW
She had done appallingly in the testing-which, in a sense, was designed, like all neurological and psychological testing, not merely to uncover, to bring out defects, but to decompose her into functions and deficits. She had come apart, horribly, in formal testing, but now she was mysteriously "together" and composed. Why was she so decomposed before, how could she be so recomposed now? 77 Sacks concludes that the formal testing evaluated her problem-solving abilities but ignored her imaginative and integrative capacities. The standard tests, which she had failed so miserably, were designed only to identify deficits:
[T]he tests had given no inkling of anything but the deficits, of anything, so to speak, beyond her deficits. They had given me no hint of her positive powers, her ability to perceive the real world-the world of nature, and perhaps of the imagination-as a coherent, intelligible, poetic whole: her ability to see this, think this, and (when she could) live this; they had given me no intimation of her inner world, which clearly was composed and coherent, [when] approached as something other than a set of problems or tasks. 78 Sacks thus criticizes the traditional diagnostic emphasis on deficits rather than "powers." During my fieldwork, a spokesperson for children with disabilities, echoing Sacks' frustration, commented that she always tries to steer CSE discussions away from a preoccupation with deficits and attempts to ask instead, "What are this child's strengths, and how can we build on them?" 79 The question sounds unexceptionable, yet it is foreign to the mode of thought that dominates most meetings.
The "science of defectology" pervades the culture that surrounds special education. The emphasis on deficits in CSE meetings has important implications for the parental participation considered essential to the successful operation of the EHA. The "scientific" aspects of defectology 76. Id. at 180. 77. Id. at 180-81. 78. Id. at 181. The bracketed word "when" is used here to correct an apparent typographical error in the original text.
79. Interview with "Karen Hull," parent activist and CSE member (August 9, 1988). Because of the sensitive and personal nature of these interviews, all participants were promised anonymity. Names used in this Essay are pseudonyms.
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are expressed in an esoteric language that parents generally cannot "speak." More importantly, an emphasis on deficits tends, in Sack's terms, to banish from consideration the "composed and coherent" children whom the parents perceive. 8 0 They are replaced at the IEP conference by "broken creatures," by bundles of defects, who bear only slight resemblance to the children as the parents know them.
A cultural construct, the "science of defectology" 8 1 is one of many possible ways to understand children with disabilities. This "science" has gained great force and prestige with the rise of professionalism, particularly in the field of special education. One must recognize and examine the various cultural constructs, both popular and professional, that shape perceptions of children with disabilities, for they affect parental power and participation throughout the CSE process. We employ these cultural images and symbols unthinkingly and assume that they refer to some objective reality, but, of course, they do not. They are part of a social process through which we define some children as different from others. Yet images that establish difference-or sameness-may reveal more about those who invoke the images than about those to whom they refer.
The term "handicap" is one of the more prominent cultural constructs that we use to define and categorize children who are different, yet it increasingly has fallen into disfavor. 82 Commentators have attempted to distinguish the physiological or "objective" referents of the term "handicap" from the cultural or social preconceptions with which those referents are associated. Some have argued that the former, as opposed to the latter, are more appropriately characterized by terms such as "disability" or "impairment." For example, Beatrice Wright defines "physical disability" as a "limitation of function that results directly from an impairment at the level of a specific organ or body system," whereas she defines "handicap" in terms of social interaction as "the actual obstacles the person encounters in the pursuit of goals in real life, no matter what their source." 83 In this sense, "handicap" denotes the range 80 . See generally 0. SACKS, supra note 75, at 178-186 (using a patient's story to reflect Sacks' frustration with defectology). 81. Indeed, the concept of "defect" also implies the concept of a "perfect" child who has no defects. How such a child might look or act is itself a cultural construct.
82. This is evident from the fact that Congress replaced the term "handicap" with the term "disability" in its 1990 amendments of the EHA. See supra note 32.
83. B. WRIGHT, PHYSICAL DISABILTY-A PSYCHOSOCIAL APPROACH 11 (1983). The World Health Organization recommends a tripartite definitional scheme that distinguishes among "impairment" ("any loss or abnormality of psychological, physiological, or anatomical structure or function"), "disability" ("any restriction or lack (resulting from impairment) of ability to perform an activity in the manner or within the range considered normal for a human being"), and "handicap" ("a disadvantage for a given individual, resulting from an impairment or a disability that limits or [Vol. 1991:166 of difficulties that flow from a physical disability, many of which originate in culturally based assumptions, judgments, or biases concerning the appropriate social role of a disabled person.
Even these distinctions are not entirely persuasive, because they are based on the assumption that physical disabilities are not themselves cultural constructs. It would seem obvious that concepts concerning "limitation of function" vary according to the kinds of function a society considers significant. Wright herself cites the example of foot binding among Chinese women, which was considered at one time to be a mark of nobility, but which contemporary American society probably would regard as an important limitation of function. 84 Victor Finkelstein illustrates this argument by imagining a world designed and inhabited primarily by wheelchair users. In that world, he observes:
Door and ceiling heights... could be lowered substantially. If, now, able-bodied people were to live in this community they would soon find that they were prevented from "normal" social intercourse-they would be constantly knocking their heads against the door lintels! Apart from bruises the able-bodied would inevitably find themselves prevented from using the wheelchair-user-designed environment and aids. They would lack jobs and become impoverished-they would become disabled! 85 Physical disabilities and the handicaps that flow from them are, in large measure, "social constructs."1 8 6 They are perceived and understood in terms of prevailing cultural conceptions of normal physique and physical function and of the significance of any deviation from that norm. In American society, many different concepts of normality and difference affect perceptions of people defined as physically "handicapped." Erving Goffman argued that physically disabled persons are stigmatized on the basis of their "spoiled" social identities, just like others who deviate from "normal" expectations on the basis of such factors as race, ethnicity, religion, histories of criminal behavior or mental illness, homosexuality, drug addiction, and prostitution. 87 Physical disabilities often are perceived in the same terms as communicable diseases ("They act like it's contagious" ' 8 ) or as phenomena likely to "spread" to other aspects of the personality, such as cognitive or social processes ("I expected his thoughts to be jerky also" 8 9 ). Physically disabled persons are viewed with fear and revulsion because they occupy an anomalous social position:
They are not ill, for illness is transitional to either death or recovery. . . . The sick person lives in a state of social suspension until he or she gets better. The disabled spend a lifetime in a similar suspended state. They are neither fish nor fowl; they exist in partial isolation from society as undefined, ambiguous people. 90 Stigma, fear of contagion, stereotyping, and rejection have thus typified the responses of "normal" society to those labelled physically "handicapped."
For children with disabilities, the ubiquitous "telethons" and the campaigns for charitable contributions by various children's organizations disseminate another important set of cultural images. Often, the symbols used to encourage donations suggest that children with disabilities, although "cute" (at least when they are young-teenagers or adults with disabilities may be less appealing), are dependent on the good will of others. Objects of pity, they are "brave" or "courageous" as they struggle under the crushing burden of their disability. Encouraged to feel grateful that their own children are "healthy," donors pledging their money may distance themselves and their "normal" world from the children they assist.
B. Conceptions of "Handicap" and Encounters Between Parents and Educators
Parents and Committee members interact in a cultural milieu pervaded by these and other perceptions of "handicapped" children. These perceptions and classification systems inevitably influence their thoughts about the child, his or her relationship to other "normal" children, and the kind of program suitable for one who is "different" in some respects but not in others.
Scheer, "They Act Like It's Contagious'" A Study of Mobility Impairment in a New York
City Neighborhood, in SOCIAL ASPECTS OF CHRONIC ILLNESS, IMPAIRMENT AND DISABILITY 62 (1984) .
89. B. WRIGHT, supra note 83, at 61. 90. R. MURPHY, THE BODY SILENT 131 (1987) . The stigma and social isolatipn associated with disabilities are often connected to imagery of contagiousness, whether real or imagined. The Supreme Court recently noted that "Itihe isolation of the chronically ill and of those perceived to be ill or contagious appears across cultures and centuries, as does the development of complex and often pernicious mythologies about the nature, cause, and transmission of illness." School Bd. v. Arline, 480 U.S. 273, 284 n.12 (1987).
[Vol. 1991:166 One mother and father described the classification and placement process that their son underwent when he left his preschool program for kindergarten. During initial contacts with Committee personnel, the child, whose diagnosis clearly specified physical but not cognitive impairment, was persistently steered away from placement in a regular kindergarten classroom with "normal" children. 9 1 Even after a member of the committee observed him in his fully integrated preschool setting, she recommended placement in a self-contained kindergarten classroom with learning disabled children who were two and three years older than he. Because of his physical disability and his need for certain support services, such as physical therapy, his "difference" was perceived as significant enough to preclude grouping him with "normal" children.
This deeply conditioned response to physical disabilities was not uncommon among the CSEs studied. The case mentioned above was resolved quickly because the parents were unusually combative and other members of the CSE eventually intervened on their behalf. Some cases, however, lead to protracted and bitter struggles. A family whose academically gifted child suffered a seriously debilitating physical injury had to battle their committee over an extended period of time before the CSE agreed to placement in a regular classroom with appropriate support services. The CSE chair suggested that the difficulty in this case arose because the district did not have any experience with "a very bright handicapped child." He explained that "special education really is not set up to deal with an intelligent handicapped child.... In other words, the physically handicapped person is automatically retarded. '92 It is difficult to believe that a school district had never encountered an intelligent child who was classified as "handicapped." The assumption appears to be that a child can be either intelligent or "handicapped" but is rarely-if ever-both. The concept of difference becomes all-consuming, and a purely physical disability creates a perception that the child's social identity is "spoiled" in every respect. 93 Cultural conceptions of "handicap" affect parents as well as Committee members. Some parents agreed that the dichotomy between "handicapped" and "non-handicapped" children was real and significant. In part, this was because they feared that, if the distinction were not drawn, their child might be placed in situations that he or she was not equipped to handle. For them, the term "handicapped" was necessary to mark a difference between their child and other children and to 91. Interview with "Doris and Robert Moore" (July 27, 1988) . 92. Interview with Chair of CSE for School District "A" (Apr. 15, 1988) . 93. See E. GOFEMAN, supra note 87, at 2-19 (showing how social identity is "spoiled" by stigmatizing characteristics such as physical disability).
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justify the provision of special education services that would enable their child to function in a school environment. Further, some parents were aware of literature 94 that stressed that they should not "deny the handicap" but should accept this description of their child and cope with it in a positive way. Parents familiar with this literature sometimes wanted to demonstrate their passage beyond the "denial" phase of raising a child who had disabilities.
Other parents, however, rejected the use of concepts that suggested a sharp dichotomy between their child and other children. For them, all children were situated at different points along the same continuum. Different strengths and weaknesses could be found, but all shared many important attributes simply because they were children. These parents resisted any characterization of their child that denied the important commonalities that linked him or her to children who were not labelled "handicapped." For this latter group, prevailing conceptions of "handicap" clashed with their own experience. They simply did not perceive or interact with their child primarily in terms of the disability, and they felt uncomfortable with cultural images that clashed with their own experiential reality. Additionally, such characterizations of their child seemed to imply the acceptance of limited goals and aspirations. In the words of one mother: I don't like the word "handicapped".. .. I don't use it a lot. It's like a big word that says "no." Not that this is something that's hard for her to do now, but when you say "handicapped" this is something like a sign that says, "No, you can't do it. Don't even try for it." 9 -5 Perceiving children with disabilities in terms of either a dichotomy or a continuum profoundly affected how parents participated in CSE planning. The greater the shared perception that the disability sharply differentiated their child from other children, the more plausible and acceptable were the suggestions to segregate the child educationally from other children on the basis of the disability. If, however, parents perceived their child more in terms of qualities shared by all children, then these recommendations appeared inappropriate and subject to challenge. 
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Under the EHA, parents easily find themselves in a double-bind, which forces them to stress simultaneously the similarities and differences of their child. They may argue for an integrated setting as the "least restrictive environment" by stressing how similar their child is to the other children, but there are dangers in pushing such arguments too far. They must also demonstrate that their child is sufficiently "handicapped" to justify the support services that will permit him or her to function in the less restrictive setting. The benefits of the EHA are available only to those who can make such a showing.
In effect, parents who seek less restrictive placements for their children are required to draw selectively on two somewhat inconsistent sets of cultural images and assumptions about difference. This presents some complex and difficult challenges. At best, it makes the process of parental participation in CSE meetings confusing. At worst, the decision to stress one set of images at the expense of the other could prove disastrous. The artificiality of the process of description and classification makes many parents uncomfortable. In my study, it was not unusual for parents to deal with their discomfort by bringing large photographs of their children to show the Committee, as if to say, "This is the reality of my child as I know her. This is the human being that eludes the concepts and terminology employed in these meetings." But when I asked some of these parents how the Committee members responded to the photographs, I was told that there was little reaction other than an occasional comment on how cute their children were. Even photographic images of the children were interpreted according to the preconceptions of the observer. The parents who searched for some bedrock of objective, universally acknowledged reality found only an additional layer of culturally conditioned symbols and meanings that they had to debate and negotiate with their committee.
Parents and CSE members tend to view children with disabilities in different ways and to interpret "handicap" according to different images and assumptions. Because they perceive the child through different lenses, they tend to draw conflicting conclusions about the significance of the child's disability. The clash between the perspectives of parents and professionals is addressed in the discussion that follows.
IV. PARENTS AND PROFESSIONALS
Few parents of children without disabilities would expect to meet with their child's teacher before the school year begins and to cooperate in the creation of an educational plan uniquely suited to their child's needs. Nor would most teachers welcome this degree of parental involvement. Yet, once a child is classified under the EHA, parents and Val. 1991:166] educators are placed in precisely this position. Rather than meeting alone with the new classroom teacher, however, the parents generally sit at a large table with a number of professionals trained in such diverse disciplines as psychology, nursing, social work, medicine, and special education. The situation is no less strange for the professionals than for the parents. The EHA has brought them together, but it has told them little about how they should proceed to attain the elusive goal of an "appropriate" education.
It is not surprising that, even within a single geographical region, different school districts developed very different approaches to the IEP conference. CSEs in western New York range in size from four or five members to twenty or more. Most have only one parent representative at each IEP meeting, 96 but some include a parental majority. Most committees operate primarily on the basis of pre-meetings, essentially rendering the meeting itself an empty formality. A few deliberately avoid premeetings. Some committees draft the IEP before the meeting and before obtaining the parents' input. Others draft the IEP during or-more typically-after the meeting. Some committees prepare for the meeting with extensive conferences with the parent, during which test results and recommendations are discussed. Others withhold such information until the meeting itself. Some committees reach decisions by consensus, others by vote, and some make their decisions only after asking the parent to leave the room.
Despite these differences, certain commonalities are apparent. Most parents describe themselves as terrified and inarticulate. Some liken themselves to prisoners awaiting their sentence, and this courtroom imagery emphasizes their perception of the judgmental rather than cooperative quality of the decisionmaking as well as their feelings of vulnerability and disempowerment. In almost all the districts, parents receive little help from the parent representative on the committee, who usually remains silent. Often, but not always, parents feel that their own observations or requests are given little weight and that decisions are based primarily on the recommendations of the professionals. Their own close relationship with the child is viewed as a liability rather than as an asset-a liability that renders their judgments inherently suspect. Some committee chairpersons described with consternation the tendency of the majority of parents to stop attending the annual review meetings after the first few years. Non-attendance is predictable, however, in light of the [Vol. 1991:166 stress, frustration, and anger expressed by parents in one interview after another. 97 Perhaps the most basic issue in the unusual cooperative decisionmaking process established by the EHA is the kind of contribution that parents and professionals can and should make. Parents know the child better than anyone, but in most cases they lack specialized training in education or related disciplines. Professional members of the committee have such training, but they generally lack personal familiarity with the child. Further, documents in the child's committee file are predominantly based on quantitative measures derived from standardized tests rather than qualitative interpretations or assessments. Thus, parents and professionals differ in their backgrounds, personal knowledge, and their views on which factors accurately describe the child's qualities and capacities.
Because the professionals base their interpretations and their decisions on a language and a knowledge system that parents do not usually understand, they tend to assume that parental input will be misinformed or erroneous. Consequently, there is widespread suspicion of the very element that made the EHA unique-parental involvement. The chair of one prominent CSE in the region compared the problem to that of a patient's inability to participate effectively in decisions about his or her own medical treatment:
I think this law has forced [parents] into thinking that they could really have a true partnership with the professionals .... But I think personally it's somewhat unusual to expect. It's like saying to you, you can have a partnership with the doctors who are going to treat you. You should have just as much say in all of your treatments. You can't really have as much say because it's too complicated. 98 This speaker's perceptions derive from a dichotomized view of the realms of the professional and the layperson. Even her assumptions about the necessarily passive role of patients in medical decisionmaking would meet with disapproval from many quarters. Yet, her viewpoint is shared widely by both professionals and parents. Consider the following statement by the mother of a seven year-old boy classified as "multiply handicapped": I don't know if I have a choice [about my kid's program], but then-to be honest with you-I'm kind of glad I don't, because I don't want to make the wrong one anyway. I'd rather have the choice left to somebody else.... I'm so unschooled as far as the therapies and the teaching and whatnot. I don't think I'm in a place to judge whether or not he's receiving the right thing.... Getting him up, getting him dressed, and sending him to school. That's my job. 99 One can easily imagine the kind of interaction that would occur if this particular mother and CSE chairperson were sitting at the same conference table. Regardless of the degree of sensitivity to the mother's feelings, or the extent to which programming options were explained to her, both sides would assume that substantive decisions properly were the responsibility of the trained professional. From this perspective, the involvement of the parent in the IEP conference serves an informational function at best. As some CSE chairs explained, children are more likely to succeed if parents understand and acquiesce to program decisions. This does not mean, however, that parental participation in such decisions is either desirable or appropriate.
The CSE chairs who participated in this study were read the statement by "Rachel Dolan" quoted abovelcO and were asked for their response or reaction. One CSE chair from a rural school district observed, "That's a very intelligent approach to education. I wish more people felt that way .... We are fallible too, but maybe we are a little better [able] to make a judgment than parents."' 0 1 When asked whether, on the whole, he would consider this parental attitude an advantage or a disadvantage in working to achieve an "appropriate" education for the child, this CSE chair responded with another analogy to professional decisionmakingnot medical treatment in this case but legal counseling: I call that a plus, myself. ... They go to you for legal services and legal advice, you would expect them to follow through with what you say. The rigid dichotomization of parental and professional roles in the IEP process appeared in many of our interviews. This dichotomy reflects a fundamental cultural understanding of professionalism in general and of the specialized training necessary to deal with "handicapped" children in particular. It should also be emphasized, however, that CSE chairs did not always respond to the mother's statement with unqualified approbation. Some viewed the statement favorably, but did not necessarily believe that all parents should adopt "Rachel Dolan's" position. One CSE chair estimated that sixty percent of the parents in her district shared this perspective and observed that if they wished to remain passive and place their "trust" in the CSE then she was quite willing to go along:
That parent, in my opinion, has a big trust factor, and perhaps that parent through his or her own school experience or the experience of other children in the family and relatives and hearsay and all that in the community and the neighborhood may feel justified in saying that. And if they're comfortable with that, that's fine, as long as they've had the opportunity to share and ask questions.103
For this CSE chair, educational success could be achieved without active parental participation as long as the parents "trusted" the professionals to make the correct decisions for their child.
Other CSE chairs responded more cautiously. One, for example, stated that she found "educated" parents hard to work with because they come to the IEP process with their own strong ideas about what they want for their child. And yet, in response to "Rachel Dolan's" statement quoted above, she responded emphatically that she would refuse to accept it. She personally would encourage the parent to examine different options and would help the parent to choose among them. The reason, as she expressed it, is that the uninvolved parent may be a potential source of trouble for the CSE, particularly if he or she later becomes dissatisfied with the child's placement or program:
A month later that parent is not happy with it, because she meets another person at the supermarket. And "Jane" says, "Oh no, I don't send my child to that program. I send to this one. This one's so much better for language." Now that parent is pretty soon talking around town. DUKE LAW JOURNAL my kid to BOCES 2, and Jane's kid goes to Language Development." And they will do that.1 4 For this CSE chair, parental involvement is important to prevent the parent from subsequently attacking the Committee for its decision and thereby discrediting the Committee in the community. This is not to say, however, that she welcomed substantive input from the parent; her observations about the troublesome impact of the educated parent suggest otherwise: "Today they're almost getting too educated the wrong way." 1 0 5 A few CSE chairs rejected the dichotomization of professional and parental roles. One CSE chair stated that she would respond to the mother's statement by reminding her of the importance of the contributions she had already made to the IEP process and of the role she should play in all decisions affecting her child. The parent should feel that "we're not these gods that know more than she does."' 0 6 The parent's knowledge of the child is important and valuable despite the lack of professional training, and the parent should not abdicate her decisionmaking role to the specialists: "I want the parent to be involved, to share the success or the failure of their child's school program."' 1 0 7 It is probably not a coincidence that this CSE chair reported an unusually high parental attendance rate at IEP conferences.
CSE practices, as well as the observations of the CSE chairs, reveal diverse assumptions about parental and professional input. The CSE chair from school district "E" (quoted immediately above) never holds premeetings, because that "wipes out the purpose of the committee meeting." 0 8 If discussions and recommendations precede the meeting itself-particularly if the parent is not present when they take place-then the importance of parental participation is implicitly undercut. Another CSE chair insists on writing the IEP by hand during the meeting, while sitting next to the parents and going over each statement and recommendation with them. This approach, which emphasizes the parents' involvement in each decision, is very unusual. More typically, the IEP is drafted either before the meeting-and then approved or amended as a result of the meeting-or is written after the meeting and mailed to the parent.
The attitudes and behavior of parents and educators are greatly influenced by views of professional dominance in the decisionmaking pro- "D" (Mar. 25, 1988) . 105. Id. 106. Interview with Chair of CSE for School District "E" (Feb. 3, 1988) . 107. Id. 108. Id.
Interview with Chair of CSE for School District
[V/ol. 1991:166 cess. For example, one young mother believed that her "multiply handicapped" child, who was on the verge of independent ambulation with a walker, should receive physical therapy three times each week rather than twice. Many children in other districts received physical therapy three times a week with less justification, thus nothing seemed unreasonable about her suggestion. Yet the response of the CSE chair during the IEP meeting simply was, "Sarah [the therapist] feels two times is enough." 10 9 That was the end of the discussion. The professional opinion standing alone, without any supporting rationale, was sufficient to rebut the parent's suggestion, and the parent was disinclined to pursue the matter. At a subsequent IEP meeting, the committee unilaterally increased her child's speech therapy from three to five times per week. 110 In the past, she had requested this increase, but the request had been ignored.
Some parents act more assertively than others, but assertiveness does not necessarily lead to greater involvement in the decisionmaking process. One parent, convinced that parental contribution was crucial to achieve an "appropriate" education, stated: "I really think that unless you open your mouth and you fight, you have no say on what goes on with your kid."'' Yet she felt strongly intimidated "every time I get with any of those suit-and-tie guys" because of their superior education and training.
12
This mother fought the committee and prevailed concerning the placement of her child. But a year later, she did not feel that the victory had earned her any greater acceptance by the professionals on the committee. She was infuriated by the patronizing tone with which they still addressed her:
They questioned the previous year, why I had fought it [their recommendation].... You try to explain to them that you do live with your child twenty-four hours a day .... And the guy started putting me down that it was my insecurities .... Well, he said, are you sure last year it wasn't that "Mother" was afraid to let her go?... You can call me anything, but don't talk down to me. That makes me so mad!' 1 3 There are several reasons why parental knowledge and recommendations carry less weight than professional knowledge and recommenda-tions in the IEP process. One is sheer numbers. The parents are outnumbered and surrounded at the big table by the professionals. Members of an ongoing team with its own internal dynamics, the professionals are more reluctant to oppose one another than to oppose the lone "outsider." Parents are inherently suspect because of their emotional attachment to the child, and CSE members assume that parental preferences reflect subjective rather objective judgments. Since more is at stake for them than for anyone else at the table, parents generally are anxious and inarticulate. They are often less educated than other CSE members and are non-conversant in the technical language or concepts used during the meeting.
For these reasons, parents occupy an ambiguous and ill-defined position in CSE meetings. In social and cultural terms, their power and authority relative to the other CSE members is small. In legal terms, however, their power is great. Yet this is a form of power without cultural precedent: No cultural images correspond to the control parents can exercise over the CSE decisionmaking process. Traditional imagery of educational authority and of the superiority of "scientific" knowledge tend to disempower parents. What they lose during interactions at the conference table, however, could in theory be recouped by asserting legal challenges afterward. The reason such challenges seldom are raised will be explored in the following discussion of rights and relationships.
V. RIGHTS AND RELATIONSHIPS
The EHA was an outgrowth of the premise, articulated in Brown v. Board of Education, that education is a "right which must be made available to all on equal terms." ' 1 4 The EHA affirmed that "handicapped' children were equally entitled to this important right regardless of their disability."1 5 Further evidence of the rights-based foundation of the EHA appears in the guarantee of a supplementary set of rights to children classified as "handicapped." These include the broad right to an "appropriate education" in the "least restrictive environment" with the provision of "related services" and the full panoply of procedural protections to safeguard the basic entitlement. 1 1 6 As in the struggle against racism, advocates and policymakers chose to combat discrimination by a guarantee of legal rights-the most basic being the right to education. The actual workings of the EHA, however, are strongly influenced by culture, ideology, and power. Interviews with parents and educators revealed that concepts of "rights," like the concepts of "handicap" and parental participation discussed above, were problematic and culturally contingent. The EHA created a painful dilemma for the parents who considered invoking a rights-based analysis of their child's educational needs.
The concept of "rights" is not a universal constant but a particular cultural perspective on individuals and social relationships. Many people in our society automatically frame legal issues or conflicts in terms of the rights vested in one or both of the parties involved. This intuitive gravitation toward rights analysis can be puzzling or incomprehensible to persons living in other societies where different cultures and worldviews are found. 1 17 Alternatives to rights analysis can be found in our society as well. In Carol Gilligan's study of moral reasoning and development, for example, she discovered not one but two voices among her interview subjects: "One voice speaks about equality, reciprocity, fairness, rights; one voice speaks about connection, not hurting, care, and response." ' 118 The "other" voice, which was predominantly but not exclusively a female voice in Gilligan's study, tends to emphasize relationships rather than rights and interconnectedness rather than individual autonomy. 1 9 Viewed from this alternative perspective, moral dilemmas or conflicts require that individuals try to understand and respond to the concerns of another person, rather than simply engaging in reasoned discourse about their own claims or entitlements. A detached insistence upon individual rights in such a situation, without attending to the perspective of others who might be involved, struck some of Gilligan's interviewees as uncaring and selfish. 1 20 In a recent book, Martha Minow explores the implications of rights analysis and its alternatives with respect to persons with disabilities-in particular, developmental disabilities. 12 ' She suggests that the emergence of rights analysis provided an alternative to the traditional "abnormal persons" approach, a perspective rooted in the feudal hierarchical or- der. 12 2 The "abnormal persons" approach assumed that a clear dichotomy existed between the mentally competent and the incompetent, and that a fundamentally different legal treatment was therefore justified for those deemed "abnormal." 123 Rights analysis, on the other hand, emphasized the applicability of certain fundamental legal entitlements-including the right to education-to all persons, whether disabled or not.124 This approach was advocated in the disability rights movement of the 1960s and 1970s and shaped PARC and Mills as well as the drafting of the EHA. 125 Minow suggests that the logic of rights analysis can lead to certain limited and unsatisfactory conclusions concerning the social position of persons with disabilities. 1 26 If one pursues the strand of rights analysis that emphasizes "sameness" between persons with and without disabilities, one might successfully challenge inappropriately segregated educational facilities. But it then becomes difficult to frame consistent arguments for differentiating disabled from non-disabled persons in "mainstreamed" settings and to provide support services as a matter of right only for persons with disabilities. If, on the other hand, one pursues the strand of rights analysis that emphasizes "difference"-the particular entitlements that are based on the special needs of persons with disabilities-then it becomes more difficult to oppose placement in specialized settings apart from the community. 127 Rights analysis, when applied to persons with disabilities, thus contains contradictions that make it difficult to comprehend both sameness and special entitlements, both difference and shared humanity. 128
The individualized focus of rights analysis can wrench the person with a disability out of the context of human relationships that are vital to his or her survival as a social being. Rights analysis tends to suggest claims against persons or groups rather than shared concerns. The emphasis on autonomy precludes any clear image of the links that should and must exist between the individual and the community.129 129. Minow also describes a third possible approach (the "social-relations approach") which, although somewhat undefined, could address some of the problems raised by the abnormal persons and rights approaches: Minow's critique finds an application in the day-to-day experiences of parents of children with disabilities. For them, rights analysis sometimes offers an escape from intractable conflicts with school districts, but it carries with it a vision of individual autonomy and a lack of connectedness that is antithetical to their image of the child's place in the community.
Consider, for example, the perspective of the mother of the "multiply handicapped" child, mentioned above, 130 who uses a wheelchair but is on the verge of standing and walking with a walker. The child now receives physical therapy twice a week. The mother feels that her child should receive physical therapy as often as five times a week to increase her potential for independent ambulation. As soon as she mentions this preference, however, she hastens to add: "That's being selfsh... because that's thinking of my child and not of other children." 13 ' This mother does not conceptualize her child's situation in terms of "rights" that could be asserted within the special education system.
Rather, she thinks in terms of her child's relationship to all the other children who receive therapy. She reasons that only a finite number of therapist hours are available for all the children and that an increase for her child would mean a decrease for some other child. Thus, to insist on her child's "right" to additional therapy would be "selfish."
It is important to note that the design of the EHA should prevent this sort of trade-off among children who require related services. IEPs must be "individualized," and therapy levels for each child should be determined by what is appropriate for him or her without reference to the needs of other children in the same district. Most observers would Unlike rights analysis, but bearing some resemblance to the concept of abnormal persons, the social-relations approach assumes that there is a basic connectedness between people, instead of assuming that autonomy is the prior and essential dimension of personhood. Yet like rights analysis and unlike the concept of abnormal persons, the social-relations approach is dubious of the method of social organization that constructs human relationships in terms of immutable categories, fixed status, and inherited or ascribed traits. M. MINOW, supra note 121, at 110.
The social-relations approach focuses on the interplay between different groups in society. It assumes that the ways in which such groups are defined is socially determined rather than resting on immutable, universally-acknowledged differences among human beings. Its goals include a continuing effort to ensure that the interactions between such groups protect the weaker against the stronger and tend to benefit rather than harm those who are most vulnerable:
As a method of legal analysis, the social-relations approach demands analysis of difference in terms of the relationships that construct it .... Besides identifying avenues for inquiry about difference, the social-relations approach points toward a particular, normative evaluation of legal assignments of difference: attributions of difference should be sustained only if they do not express or confirm the distribution of power in ways that harm the less powerful and benefit the more powerful. Id. at 112.
130. See supra text accompanying notes 109-10. 131. Interview with "Christine Hibbard" (July 28, 1988) .
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agree that, despite the mandates of the EHA, short-staffed service providers and school districts with limited funds make such trade-offs implicitly.132 Yet, the parents are empowered by the EHA to serve as a check on such tendencies and to safeguard the rights of their child. When parents themselves perceive the assertion of individual rights to be "selfish" and anti-communitarian, however, cultural views of social relationships dramatically reshape the intent of the original statute. My research tended to support the assertion of many educators that it is usually the mothers and not the fathers who deal with school districts on behalf of their children. 133 In light of Gilligan's finding that the "other" voice typically is a female voice, we might expect that the tendency of mothers to invoke a "rights analysis" would be muted. There were, indeed, many instances when mothers drew back from an assertion of rights. For example, I interviewed a mother whose multiply handicapped daughter recently underwent surgery. Before the child could return to school, in-service training for school personnel had to be arranged so that they could manage some of the particular needs resulting from the surgery. The CSE chair neglected to arrange such training for a number of weeks. As a result, the child remained idle at home, deprived of contact with any other children. In the meantime, despite the mother's repeated requests for immediate action, the chairperson did nothing more than to provide an hour per day of home teaching for the child.
The mother knew that she could claim an infringement of her daughter's legal rights. Indeed, she knew of an advocate who might-for no fee-have asserted a claim on her behalf. But she hesitated to call the advocate: "She's so busy. I figure I just have 'piddly' questions."' 134 Instead, she contacted the CSE chair once again and made the following offer: "I said, temporarily, until you get this set up, I'll come to the school and I'll be her bus aide and I'll be her school aide and I'll care for her like her nurse, just so she could go to school."' 135 This arrangement would have involved significant costs to the mother, who held two jobs and cared for a second child. She would have had to resign from one of her jobs, appear an hour late for her second job, and hire a babysitter for her younger child. 133. By contrast, the CSE leadership appeared to involve men and women in roughly equal numbers. Among the 22 school districts in which we interviewed parents and/or school district officials, the CSEs were chaired by men in ten districts and women in twelve.
134. Interview with "Martha Freedman" (Sep. 30, 1988) . 135. Id. [Vol. 1991:166 What perspective on the educational rights of children led this mother to make such an extraordinary concession when she believed the CSE chair was entirely in the wrong? Later in the discussion, she made her position clear: When there is conflict between a parent and the CSE chairperson, it is best to seek a solution half-way between the two positions. I asked if she meant that there should not be situations where either the parent or the CSE chairperson actually wins an outright victory. She agreed emphatically: "I don't think that's right either, because what if my decision was wrong?" 1 36
What is striking here is the strong gravitation toward compromise solutions (in this case amounting to a unilateral capitulation) rather than the vindication of legal rights. It also is apparent that this mother, like many others, intuitively defined an incipient conflict in terms of maintaining her relationship with the other party rather than asserting claims against that party. Like Gilligan's interviewees, she attempted to view the problem from the other side's perspective as well as her own. 137 After all, the CSE chair's position may also be valid-perhaps more valid ("what if my decision was wrong?"). This articulation of the "other voice" coexisted somewhat tenuously in the mother's mind with the simultaneous recognition that the CSE chair was behaving unreasonably and that her child's legal rights probably were being violated. Yet the "other voice" was strong enough to lead her to offer an extraordinary concession rather than to avail herself of the procedural protections afforded by the EHA.
This emphasis on relationships rather than rights characterized many-but not all--of the parents who participated in the study. Some parents were interviewed specifically because they had sought the assistance of a legal advocate. 1 3 8 Generally, these parents were enthusiastic about the results of their strong assertion of rights in situations where they felt the CSE had acted inappropriately. In some instances, these parents sought and obtained moral vindication: Their child was treated unfairly, and rights analysis demonstrated to the CSE that its behavior was improper. In other instances, however, parents extolled the assertion of rights not because it ultimately vindicated their position but because it improved the relationship between the disputants. The "Peterson" family had two children, both of whom were classified as "handicapped." 1 39 Dealings between "Julia" Peterson and the CSE chair 136. Id. 137. See C. GILLIGAN, supra note 118, at 62-63. 138. For an account of the interview sample, see supra note 6. 139. Mr. and Ms. "Peterson" were both high school educated. Mr. Peterson was a factory worker, while Ms. Peterson worked at home.
concerning the first child had been stormy: "We had many confrontations on the phone, and I would be crying.... She would try to sidetrack me, and then her tone would change and then my tone would change, and there would be a blowup over the phone and we didn't get anywhere." 140
Conflict with the CSE chair distressed Ms. Peterson, not only because of the emotional price she had paid on numerous occasions but also because she realized that her relationship with the CSE would last for many years:
And you have to deal with those people all the time, unless they leave the job. We're going to have to work together for a long time. We have to make things better with the CSE. I'm the type of person where, if I know that someone feels uncomfortable near me or I'm uncomfortable with somebody else, I want to avoid them.... [But] I can't avoid that situation. It's something that I have to do.' 4 ' In effect, Julia Peterson recognized that she and the CSE chair were part of a "continuing relationship"' 142 and that her normal approach to conflict-"avoidance"' 4 3 -could not be used under these circumstances. The EHA locked her into an ongoing relationship with her adversary, and she felt that she had to transform the terms of that relationship from conflict to cooperation.
Ms. Peterson believed that she had already conveyed to the CSE chair that she understood and would insist upon the legal rights of her children: "I wanted them to know I was aggressive enough that I was going to get what was fair for my child."' 144 Now it was time to tap the "other voice" as well, to attempt to understand the situation from the perspective of the CSE chair. Ms. Peterson read in the newspaper that the CSE chair would be appearing at the next school board meeting, "And I said to [ there, and she has to do her job. She's still not my favorite person, but I have a little more respect for her because of that. 146 The Petersons' insights led to a profound change in their relationship with the CSE. When their second child came before the committee, the process was smooth and harmonious. By the time of my final interview with the Petersons, they were completely satisfied with the CSE and with the school their children attended. When asked to assess her committee, Julia Peterson said, "Great! Absolutely wonderful! I have no complaints. I wouldn't trade them for the world." 147 This family's experience with the special education system was quite different from those discussed earlier. The initial insistence upon the legal rights of their children, although it led to intense conflict, was an important first step to a more peaceful relationship. As Julia Peterson observed, "We just had to set some ground rules with them at the beginning." 148 Once the Petersons made it clear that they intended to protect the rights of their children, they then felt it was possible to view the matter from the perspective of the CSE chair without relinquishing services to which their children were entitled. Their relationship with the CSE was increasingly characterized by compassion and understanding but not capitulation. Through the efforts of these unusual parents, rights and relationships were developed in tandem, and they transformed a deteriorating situation into a highly successful educational experience for both children.
Joel Handler recently described the distinctive approach to special education used in Madison, Wisconsin. 149 The Madison School District, according to Handler, encourages the use of parent advocates to advise, interpret, and argue on behalf of parents in their dealings with the interdisciplinary committee. Although acknowledging that-parents and committees are involved in a continuing relationship, the Madison School District also recognizes that on occasion parental protection of childrens' rights can and should lead to conflict. Handler observes that the District has in effect taken the position that such conflict should not be avoided or suppressed but encouraged: "[Clonflict is used to help communication. ' 1 5° If channelled along constructive paths, conflict can help both sides understand one another and thus deepen and improve their ongoing relationship. With these considerations in mind, the Madison School District embraced what many other districts fear and resent the mostthe active involvement of trained advocates to protect the rights of "handicapped" children. 151 In theory, rights and relationships need not be mutually exclusive choices for parents in their dealings with CSEs. Rights analysis can serve as the framework for long-term relationships in which neither side dominates the other and both sides display the characteristics of Gilligan's "other voice"-connection, care, empathy, and responsiveness. In practice, however, the participants in the special education process lack a set of clearly defined images or models in which the two voices are combined effectively. My interviews revealed that CSE chairs, for example, tend to dislike the intrusion of advocates into the IEP process. They assume that the involvement of advocates constitutes an implicit accusation that the CSE has violated the law or, at the least, is not sufficiently concerned and sensitive to the child's interests. They believe that the presence of advocates tends to "legalize" the relationship between the parents and the committee and make meaningful communication more difficult. From their perspective, the vigorous pursuit of rights is inconsistent with creating and maintaining an effective relationship between parents and committee.
Many parents also believe that insistence upon their child's rights is incompatible with cultivating desired relationships between their family, the educational system, and the community. The world they envision for their child consists of a fabric of relationships that include their child's peers, teachers, therapists, aides, neighbors, and relatives. For themselves, they envision a mutually supportive, ongoing relationship with the CSE and the school district in general. In both of these imagined worlds, the assertion of rights is a discordant, alienating element that could attenuate or destroy relationships that might have value for other purposes. Although claims of rights violations can emphasize the child's equality and his or her right to integration, they can at the same time compound the problem of "difference" (because the rights in question were created only for children classified as "handicapped") and may be interpreted as an assault upon the school system and, indirectly, the very community the child seeks to join. 152 151. Id. at 105-06.
152. Fear of retaliation against their child or themselves may also have dissuaded parents from a vigorous assertion of their rights against school district officials. Concern about the power of such officials was not often mentioned in the interviews, but it may have led some parents to submissive responses when they encountered unfair decisions. Parents who did bring in advocates to argue that rights had been violated, however, rarely experienced retaliation.
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This dilemma for parents resides at the core of the EHA. Although some parents and some school districts are able to discern ways in which the assertion of rights might be compatible with the forging of beneficial relationships with the world at large, the existing repertoire of cultural images and values mitigates against this perception. Thus, most parents in the study failed to take advantage of the procedural guarantees provided in the EHA to enforce substantive rights. To the extent that parents are not inclined to perceive their child's special education in terms of rights and entitlements, the legal protections established by the EHA are rendered meaningless.
VI. CONCLUSION
The EHA created a forum, a community meeting place, for parents and professionals to come together and "bargain for reality.1 1 53 These meetings generate images, definitions, and programs that determine the status and fate of American children with disabilities. Unlike other arenas of interaction in the community, however, the CSEs lack a tradition that defines the roles of the participants. Brought together by a mandate to meet at least once a year to devise an "appropriate" education for each child, 1 54 the participants circle each other warily. To express their differing viewpoints, they search among the various ideas and concepts by which children with disabilities are understood in our culture, no matter how ill-suited or contradictory those ideas might be. The parents hold tenuously to the due process protections of the EHA, although they generally have neither the understanding nor the inclination to invoke them. The school district personnel are more confident, usually wielding superior political power-the capacity to define the problem, to dictate the language used to discuss the child, to intimidate, to retaliate, or to ignore.
In this forum, law and culture merge. Culture is a context for human interaction, a "web of significance" that humans themselves spin. 155 Congressional pronouncements on the rights of children with disabilities form a part of that socially constructed web, as do popular images of persons with disabilities, of professionals and professionalism, of scientific interpretations of "handicap," of education, and of rights themselves. School district committee meetings represent occasions on which the meanings of such concepts can be invoked and played outtheir implications and internal contradictions explored and tested. I 153. The phrase is borrowed from L. ROSEN, BARGAINING FOR REALITY (1984) (discussing how social relationships in Moroccan culture acquire meaning through a continuing process of bargaining and negotiation).
154. See supra note 56. 155. C. GEERTZ, supra note 5, at 5. Vol. 1991:166] have described the "web of significance" associated with certain key concepts in the special education system. In my discussion of the concept of "handicap" and of professional and parental roles, I have suggested a tension between conceptualizations that emphasized boundaries or dichotomies on the one hand and commonalities or continua on the other 15 6 The emphasis on boundaries or dichotomies derives from a perception of disabilities as fundamental departures from "normal" function and appearance. That view is further linked to a perception of professionals as uniquely qualified to understand and evaluate children with disabilities in scientific terms that are inaccessible to most laypeople. An emphasis on commonalities or continua, on the other hand, is associated with the perception of disabilities as a normal part of the broad range of human experience and personality. It also is connected with a social construction of knowledge that accords validity to both "scientific" and lay perspectives.
The tension between these two types of conceptualization explains why the EHA has operated in unexpected ways in local school districts. Conceptualizations that emphasize boundaries and dichotomies tend, by their very nature, to reproduce the segregation of children with disabilities and the disempowerment of their parents in the CSE process. Conceptualizations that emphasize commonalities and continua tend to foster integration for the children and greater participation and authority for their parents.
With respect to the issue of rights and relationships, however, the situation becomes more complex. Rights analysis is contradictory in its implications for children with disabilities. With its emphasis on universalism and on the entitlements guaranteed by the state to each individual, it is closely related to the perspectives characterized by commonalities and continua. Children with disabilities are entitled to the same privileges-including the right to a public education-as "normal" children. Yet, the methodology of rights analysis also emphasizes boundaries and fundamental distinctions between children with disabilities and their peers. To qualify a child as the possessor of a right to an "appropriate education" under the EHA, one must first prove the existence of a "handicap" and thereby differentiate the child in question from "normal" children. Only by perpetuating this dichotomized perspective can rights analysis operate. If children with disabilities are not distinguished 156. See Katz, Studies in Boundary Theory: Three Essays in Adjudication and Politics, 28 BUF-FALO L. REv. 383 (1979) (distinguishing between two types of boundaries operative in the processes of reason and perception: "Vacuum Boundaries," which completely separate opposing categories and cannot be blurred or breached; and "Live Boundaries," which permit movement and compromise between categories).
[Vol. 1991:166 at the outset, then the universalism of rights analysis could not justify their entitlement to a "special" education that is not afforded equally to every other child.
As an alternative to rights analysis, an emphasis on the relationships linking children and their parents to others in the community is more consistent with the "commonalities and continua" perspectives that tend to produce integration rather than segregation. Yet when relatively disempowered parents deal with school district committees on the basis of a "relationships" perspective, they frequently forego the assertion of claims that could move their children out of segregated settings and inadequate programs. Unless all the participants in the CSE process commit to a relationships perspective, and unless power is shared by all, then this perspective tends to produce more, rather than less, segregation.
In the world in which these parents and children live, the rights analysis at the core of the EHA provides an indispensable instrument for integration and empowerment of children with disabilities and their parents. Yet, in their reluctance to adopt the rights perspective, parents correctly sense that it contains a hidden but highly destructive set of implications. Although it might liberate their children from isolated and inadequate educational programs, rights analysis simultaneously can reinforce an already prevalent understanding that children with disabilities are separated from "normal" children by clear and unmistakable boundaries. The assertion of rights under the EHA could thus reproduce, in the long run, the very distinctions it sets out to obliterate and could relegate children with disabilities to a life of "otherness" from which neither law nor culture can free them.
